
Here's a landing page structure tailored to your business, which provides consulting services for
those interested in investing and earning passive income. This structure is designed to engage
cold traffic through storytelling, pattern interruption, social proof, and a unified positioning.

Landing Page Structure for Investment & Passive Income Consulting Services

1. Hero Section

Headline: Start with a bold statement that interrupts the pattern, e.g., "Transform Your
Savings into a Passive Income Powerhouse!"
Subheadline: A supporting statement that introduces your story, e.g., "Discover the
journey of turning a simple savings account into a passive income stream."
CTA (Call to Action): A button prompting visitors to learn more or book a
consultation, e.g., "Start Your Investment Journey".

2. Storytelling Section

Introduction: Share a brief story about someone (could be you or a client) who faced
challenges with traditional savings and how they discovered the power of investing.
Journey: Describe the transformation process, the ups and downs, and the eventual
success.
Outcome: Highlight the benefits of investing and earning passive income, emphasizing the
freedom and security it provides.

3. Services Overview

Headline: "Tailored Consulting Services for Aspiring Investors".
Service Breakdown: List 3-4 core services you offer, e.g., "Investment Strategy Planning",
"Passive Income Blueprint", "Risk Management", etc.
CTA: Encourage visitors to explore each service in detail or get in touch for a personalized
plan.

4. Social Proof #1: Testimonials

Headline: "Hear from Our Satisfied Investors".
Testimonials: Display 2-3 testimonials from clients who have benefited from your
consulting services. Include their photos, names, and a brief quote.

5. Benefits & Features

Headline: "Why Choose [Your Business Name] for Your Investment Journey?"
Bullet Points: List the key benefits and features of your services, e.g., personalized
strategies, expert market insights, ongoing support, etc.

6. Social Proof #2: Case Studies

Headline: "Real Results from Real Investors".
Brief Case Studies: Share 2-3 short case studies of clients who achieved significant
results with your guidance. Include before-and-after stats, challenges faced, and solutions
provided.



7. Positioning Statement

Statement: A concise statement that encapsulates your unique value proposition,
e.g., "Empowering Everyday Individuals to Unlock the Power of Passive Income".
Supporting Content: A brief paragraph that reinforces your positioning, emphasizing
your expertise, approach, and commitment to client success.

8. CTA Section

Headline: "Ready to Transform Your Financial Future?"
Subheadline: "Book a free consultation today and embark on your investment journey."
CTA Button: "Schedule Your Consultation".

9. Footer

Contact Information: Include your business address, phone number, and email.
Social Media Links: Icons linking to your business's social media profiles.
Privacy Policy & Terms: Links to your website's privacy policy and terms of service.

This structure is designed to guide cold traffic through a journey that builds trust, showcases your
expertise, and encourages them to take action. Ensure that your design and copy align with this
structure to create a cohesive and compelling landing page.


